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Abstract
Contrastive learning has recently seen tremendous
success in self-supervised learning. So far, how-
ever, it is largely unclear why the learned represen-
tations generalize so effectively to a large variety
of downstream tasks. We here prove that feed-
forward models trained with objectives belonging
to the commonly used InfoNCE family learn to
implicitly invert the underlying generative model
of the observed data. While the proofs make cer-
tain statistical assumptions about the generative
model, we observe empirically that our findings
hold even if these assumptions are severely vio-
lated. Our theory highlights a fundamental con-
nection between contrastive learning, generative
modeling, and nonlinear independent component
analysis, thereby furthering our understanding of
the learned representations as well as providing
a theoretical foundation to derive more effective
contrastive losses.1

1. Introduction
With the availability of large collections of unlabeled
data, recent work has led to significant advances in self-
supervised learning. In particular, contrastive methods have
been tremendously successful in learning representations
for visual and sequential data (Logeswaran & Lee, 2018;
Wu et al., 2018; Oord et al., 2018; Hénaff, 2020; Tian et al.,
2019; Hjelm et al., 2019; Bachman et al., 2019; He et al.,
2020a; Chen et al., 2020a; Schneider et al., 2019; Baevski
et al., 2020a;b; Ravanelli et al., 2020). While a number
of explanations have been provided as to why contrastive
learning leads to such informative representations, existing
theoretical predictions and empirical observations appear
to be at odds with each other (Tian et al., 2019; Bachman
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Saunshi et al., 2019).
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In a nutshell, contrastive methods aim to learn representa-
tions where related samples are aligned (positive pairs, e.g.
augmentations of the same image), while unrelated samples
are separated (negative pairs) (Chen et al., 2020a). Intu-
itively, this leads to invariance to irrelevant details or trans-
formations (by decreasing the distance between positive
pairs), while preserving a sufficient amount of information
about the input for solving downstream tasks (by increasing
the distance between negative pairs) (Tian et al., 2020). This
intuition has recently been made more precise by (Wang &
Isola, 2020), showing that a commonly used contrastive loss
from the InfoNCE family (Gutmann & Hyvärinen, 2012;
Oord et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020a) asymptotically con-
verges to a sum of two losses: an alignment loss that pulls
together the representations of positive pairs, and a unifor-
mity loss that maximizes the entropy of the learned latent
distribution.

We show that an encoder learned with a contrastive loss
from the InfoNCE family can recover the true generative
factors of variation (up to rotations) if the process that gen-
erated the data fulfills a few weak statistical assumptions.
This theory bridges the gap between contrastive learning,
nonlinear independent component analysis (ICA) and gen-
erative modeling (see Fig. 1). Our theory reveals implicit
assumptions encoded in the InfoNCE objective about the
generative process underlying the data. If these assumptions
are violated, we show a principled way of deriving alterna-
tive contrastive objectives based on assumptions regarding
the positive pair distribution. We verify our theoretical find-
ings with controlled experiments, providing evidence that
our theory holds true in practice, even if the assumptions on
the ground-truth generative model are partially violated.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to analyze
under what circumstances representation learning methods
used in practice provably represent the data in terms of its
underlying factors of variation. Our theoretical and empiri-
cal results suggest that the success of contrastive learning
in many practical applications is due to an implicit and ap-
proximate inversion of the data generating process, which
explains why the learned representations are useful in a wide
range of downstream tasks.

In summary, our contributions are:

https://brendel-group.github.io/cl-ica/
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Figure 1. We analyze the setup of contrastive learning, in which a feature encoder f is trained with the InfoNCE objective (Gutmann &
Hyvärinen, 2012; Oord et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020a) using positive samples (green) and negative samples (orange). We assume the
observations are generated by an (unknown) injective generative model g that maps unobservable latent variables from a hypersphere to
observations in another manifold. Under these assumptions, the feature encoder f implictly learns to invert the ground-truth generative
process g up to linear transformations, i.e., f = Ag−1 with an orthogonal matrix A, if f minimizes the InfoNCE objective.

• We establish a theoretical connection between the In-
foNCE family of objectives, which is commonly used
in self-supervised learning, and nonlinear ICA. We
show that training with InfoNCE inverts the data gen-
erating process if certain statistical assumptions on the
data generating process hold.

• We empirically verify our predictions when the as-
sumed theoretical conditions are fulfilled. In addition,
we show successful inversion of the data generating
process even if these theoretical assumptions are par-
tially violated.

• We build on top of the CLEVR rendering
pipeline (Johnson et al., 2017b) to generate a
more visually complex disentanglement benchmark,
called 3DIdent, that contains hallmarks of natural
environments (shadows, different lighting conditions,
a 3D object, etc.). We demonstrate that a contrastive
loss derived from our theoretical framework can
identify the ground-truth factors of such complex,
high-resolution images.

2. Related Work
Contrastive Learning Despite the success of contrastive
learning (CL), our understanding of the learned representa-
tions remains limited, as existing theoretical explanations
yield partially contradictory predictions. One way to theo-
retically motivate CL is to refer to the InfoMax principle
(Linsker, 1988), which corresponds to maximizing the mu-
tual information (MI) between different views (Oord et al.,
2018; Bachman et al., 2019; Hjelm et al., 2019; Chen et al.,
2020a; Tian et al., 2020). However, as optimizing a tighter
bound on the MI can produce worse representations (Tschan-

nen et al., 2020), it is not clear how accurate this motivation
describes the behavior of CL.

Another approach aims to explain the success by introducing
latent classes (Saunshi et al., 2019). While this theory has
some appeal, there exists a gap between empirical observa-
tions and its predictions, e.g. the prediction that an excessive
number of negative samples decreases performance does
not corroborate with empirical results (Wu et al., 2018; Tian
et al., 2019; He et al., 2020a; Chen et al., 2020a). However,
recent work has suggested some empirical evidence for said
theoretical prediction, namely, issues with the commonly
used sampling strategy for negative samples, and have pro-
posed ways to mitigate said issues as well (Robinson et al.,
2020; Chuang et al., 2020).

More recently, the behavior of CL has been analyzed from
the perspective of alignment and uniformity properties of
representations, demonstrating that these two properties are
correlated with downstream performance (Wang & Isola,
2020). We build on these results to make a connection
to cross-entropy minimization from which we can derive
identifiability results.

Nonlinear ICA Independent Components Analysis (ICA)
attempts to find the underlying sources for multidimensional
data. In the nonlinear case, said sources correspond to a well-
defined nonlinear generative model g, which is assumed to
be invertible (i.e., injective) (Hyvärinen et al., 2001; Jutten
et al., 2010). In other words, nonlinear ICA solves a demix-
ing problem: Given observed data x = g(z), it aims to find
a model f that equals the inverse generative model g−1,
which allows for the original sources z to be recovered.

Hyvärinen et al. (2019) show that the nonlinear demixing
problem can be solved as long as the independent compo-
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nents are conditionally mutually independent with respect
to some auxiliary variable. The authors further provide prac-
tical estimation methods for solving the nonlinear ICA prob-
lem (Hyvärinen & Morioka, 2016; 2017), similar in spirit to
noise contrastive estimation (NCE; Gutmann & Hyvärinen,
2012). Recent work has generalized this contribution to
VAEs (Khemakhem et al., 2020a; Locatello et al., 2020;
Klindt et al., 2021), as well as (invertible-by-construction)
energy-based models (Khemakhem et al., 2020b). We here
extend this line of work to more general feed-forward net-
works trained using InfoNCE (Oord et al., 2018).

In a similar vein, Roeder et al. (2020) build on the work
of Hyvärinen et al. (2019) to show that for a model fam-
ily which includes InfoNCE, distribution matching implies
parameter matching. In contrast, we associate the learned la-
tent representation with the ground-truth generative factors,
showing under what conditions the data generating process
is inverted, and thus, the true latent factors are recovered.

3. Theory
We will show a connection between contrastive learning and
identifiability in the form of nonlinear ICA. For this, we
introduce a feature encoder f that maps observations x to
representations. We consider the widely used InfoNCE loss,
which often assumes L2 normalized representations (Wu
et al., 2018; He et al., 2020b; Tian et al., 2019; Bachman
et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020a),

Lcontr(f ; τ,M) := (1)

E
(x,x̃)∼ppos

{x−i }
M
i=1

i.i.d.∼ pdata

− log
ef(x)

Tf(x̃)/τ

ef(x)Tf(x̃)/τ +
M∑
i=1

ef(x
−
i )Tf(x̃)/τ

 .
Here M ∈ Z+ is a fixed number of negative samples, pdata
is the distribution of all observations and ppos is the dis-
tribution of positive pairs. This loss was motivated by the
InfoMax principle (Linsker, 1988), and has been shown to
be effective by many recent representation learning methods
(Logeswaran & Lee, 2018; Wu et al., 2018; Tian et al., 2019;
He et al., 2020a; Hjelm et al., 2019; Bachman et al., 2019;
Chen et al., 2020a; Baevski et al., 2020b). Our theoretical
results also hold for a loss function whose denominator only
consists of the second summand across the negative samples
(e.g., the SimCLR loss (Chen et al., 2020a)).

In the spirit of existing literature on nonlinear ICA
(Hyvärinen & Pajunen, 1999; Harmeling et al., 2003;
Sprekeler et al., 2014; Hyvärinen & Morioka, 2016; 2017;
Gutmann & Hyvärinen, 2012; Hyvärinen et al., 2019; Khe-
makhem et al., 2020a), we assume that the observations
x ∈ X are generated by an invertible (i.e., injective) gener-
ative process g : Z → X , where X ⊆ RK is the space of

observations and Z ⊆ RN with N ≤ K denotes the space
of latent factors. Influenced by the commonly used feature
normalization in InfoNCE, we further assume that Z is the
unit hypersphere SN−1 (see Appx. A.1.1). Additionally,
we assume that the ground-truth marginal distribution of
the latents of the generative process is uniform and that the
conditional distribution (under which positive pairs have
high density) is a von Mises-Fisher (vMF) distribution:

p(z) = |Z|−1, p(z|z̃) = C−1p eκz
>z̃ with (2)

Cp : =

∫
eκz
>z̃ dz̃ = const., x = g(z), x̃ = g(z̃).

Given these assumptions, we will show that if f minimizes
the contrastive loss Lcontr, then f solves the demixing prob-
lem, i.e., inverts g up to orthogonal linear transformations.

Our theoretical approach consists of three steps: (1) We
demonstrate that Lcontr can be interpreted as the cross-
entropy between the (conditional) ground-truth and inferred
latent distribution. (2) Next, we show that encoders mini-
mizing Lcontr maintain distance, i.e., two latent vectors with
distance α in the ground-truth generative model are mapped
to points with the same distance α in the inferred representa-
tion. (3) Finally, we leverage distance preservation to show
that minimizers of Lcontr invert the generative process up
to orthogonal transformations. Detailed proofs are given in
Appx. A.1.2.

Additionally, we will present similar results for general con-
vex bodies in RN and more general similarity measures, see
Sec. 3.3. For this, the detailed proofs are given in Appx. A.2.

3.1. Contrastive learning is related to cross-entropy
minimization

From the perspective of nonlinear ICA, we are interested
in understanding how the representations f(x) which min-
imize the contrastive loss Lcontr (defined in Eq. (1)) are
related to the ground-truth source signals z. To study this
relationship, we focus on the map h = f ◦ g between the
recovered source signals h(z) and the true source signals
z. Note that this is merely for mathematical convenience; it
does not necessitate knowledge regarding neither g nor the
ground-truth factors during learning (beyond the assump-
tions stated in the theorems).

A core insight is a connection between the contrastive loss
and the cross-entropy between the ground-truth latent distri-
bution and a certain model distribution. For this, we expand
the theoretical results obtained by Wang & Isola (2020):

Theorem 1 (Lcontr converges to the cross-entropy between
latent distributions). If the ground-truth marginal distribu-
tion p is uniform, then for fixed τ > 0, as the number of
negative samples M → ∞, the (normalized) contrastive
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loss converges to

lim
M→∞

Lcontr(f ; τ,M)− logM + log |Z| =

E
z∼p(z)

[H(p(·|z), qh(·|z))]
(3)

where H is the cross-entropy between the ground-truth con-
ditional distribution p over positive pairs and a conditional
distribution qh parameterized by the model f ,

qh(z̃|z) = Ch(z)−1eh(z̃)
Th(z)/τ

with Ch(z) : =

∫
eh(z̃)

Th(z)/τ dz̃,
(4)

where Ch(z) ∈ R+ is the partition function of qh (see
Appx. A.1.1).

Next, we show that the minimizers h∗ of the cross-
entropy (4) are isometries in the sense that κz>z̃ =
h∗(z)>h∗(z̃) for all z and z̃. In other words, they preserve
the dot product between z and z̃.

Proposition 1 (Minimizers of the cross-entropy maintain
the dot product). Let Z = SN−1, τ > 0 and consider the
ground-truth conditional distribution of the form p(z̃|z) =
C−1p exp(κz̃>z). Let h map onto a hypersphere with radius√
τκ.2 Consider the conditional distribution qh parameter-

ized by the model, as defined above in Theorem 1, where the
hypothesis class for h (and thus f ) is assumed to be suffi-
ciently flexible such that p(z̃|z) and qh(z̃|z) can match. If
h is a minimizer of the cross-entropy Ep(z̃|z)[− log qh(z̃|z)],
then p(z̃|z) = qh(z̃|z) and ∀z, z̃ : κz>z̃ = h(z)>h(z̃).

3.2. Contrastive learning identifies ground-truth
factors on the hypersphere

From the strong geometric property of isometry, we can
now deduce a key property of the minimizers h∗:

Proposition 2 (Extension of the Mazur-Ulam theorem to
hyperspheres and the dot product). Let Z = SN−1. If
h : Z → Z maintains the dot product up to a constant
factor, i.e., ∀z, z̃ ∈ Z : κz>z̃ = h(z)>h(z̃), then h is an
orthogonal linear transformation.

In the last step, we combine the previous propositions to
derive our main result: the minimizers of the contrastive
loss Lcontr solve the demixing problem of nonlinear ICA
up to linear transformations, i.e., they identify the original
sources z for observations g(z) up to orthogonal linear trans-
formations. For a hyperspherical space Z these correspond
to combinations of permutations, rotations and sign flips.

2Note that in practice this can be implemented as a learnable
rescaling operation as the last operation of the network f .

Theorem 2. Let Z = SN−1, the ground-truth marginal be
uniform, and the conditional a vMF distribution (cf. Eq. 2).
Let the mixing function g be differentiable and injective.
If the assumed form of qh, as defined above, matches that
of p, i.e., both are based on the same metric, and if f is
differentiable and minimizes the CL loss as defined in Eq. (1),
then for fixed τ > 0 and M → ∞, h = f ◦ g is linear,
i.e., f recovers the latent sources up to orthogonal linear
transformations.

Note that we do not assume knowledge of the ground-truth
generative model g; we only make assumptions about the
conditional and marginal distribution of the latents. On
real data, it is unlikely that the assumed model distribution
qh can exactly match the ground-truth conditional. We do,
however, provide empirical evidence that h is still an affine
transformation even if there is a severe mismatch, see Sec. 4.

3.3. Contrastive learning identifies ground-truth
factors on convex bodies in RN

While the previous theoretical results require Z to be a hy-
persphere, we will now show a similar theorem for the more
general case of Z being a convex body in RN . Note that the
hyperrectangle [a1, b1] × . . . × [aN , bN ] is an example of
such a convex body.

We follow a similar three step proof strategy as for the
hyperspherical case before: (1) We begin again by showing
that a properly chosen contrastive loss on convex bodies
corresponds to the cross-entropy between the ground-truth
conditional and a distribution parametrized by the encoder.
For this step, we additionally extend the results of Wang &
Isola (2020) to this latent space and loss function. (2) Next,
we derive that minimizers of the loss function are isometries
of the latent space. Importantly, we do not limit ourselves
to a specific metric, thus the result is applicable to a family
of contrastive objectives. (3) Finally, we show that these
minimizers must be affine transformations. For a special
family of conditional distributions (rotationally asymmetric
generalized normal distributions (Subbotin, 1923)), we can
further narrow the class of solutions to permutations and
sign-flips. For the detailed proofs, see Appx. A.2.

As earlier, we assume that the ground-truth marginal distri-
bution of the latents is uniform. However, we now assume
that the conditional distribution is exponential:

p(z) = |Z|−1, p(z|z̃) = C−1p e−δ(z,z̃) with

Cp(z) : =

∫
e−δ(z,z̃) dz̃, x = g(z), x̃ = g(z̃),

(5)

where δ is a metric induced by a norm (see Appx. A.2.1).

To reflect the differences between this conditional distribu-
tion and the one assumed for the hyperspherical case, we
need to introduce an adjusted version of the contrastive loss
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in (1):
Definition 1 (Lδ-contr objective). Let δ : Z × Z → R be a
metric on Z . We define the general InfoNCE loss, which
uses δ as a similarity measure, as

Lδ-contr(f ; τ,M) := (6)

E
(x,x̃)∼ppos

{x−i }
M
i=1

i.i.d.∼ pdata

[
− log

e−δ(f(x),f(x̃))/τ

e–δ(f(x),f(x̃))/τ+
M∑
i=1

e–δ(f(x–
i),f(x̃))/τ

]
.

Note that this is a generalization of the InfoNCE criterion
in Eq. (1). In contrast to the objective above, the represen-
tations are no longer assumed to be L2 normalized, and
the dot-product is replaced with a more general similarity
measure δ.

Analogous to the previously demonstrated case for the hy-
persphere, for convex bodies Z , minimizers of the adjusted
Lδ-contr objective solve the demixing problem of nonlinear
ICA up to invertible linear transformations:
Theorem 5. Let Z be a convex body in RN , h = f ◦ g :
Z → Z , and δ be a metric or a semi-metric (cf. Lemma 1
in Appx. A.2.4), induced by a norm. Further, let the ground-
truth marginal distribution be uniform and the conditional
distribution be as Eq. (5). Let the mixing function g be dif-
ferentiable and injective. If the assumed form of qh matches
that of p, i.e.,

qh(z̃|z) = C−1q (z)e−δ(h(z̃),h(z))/τ

with Cq(z) : =

∫
e−δ(h(z̃),h(z))/τ dz̃,

(7)

and if f is differentiable and minimizes the Lδ-contr objective
in Eq. (6) for M →∞, we find that h = f ◦ g is invertible
and affine, i.e., we recover the latent sources up to affine
transformations.

Note that the model distribution qh, which is implicitly
described by the choice of the objective, must be of the
same form as the ground-truth distribution p, i.e., both must
be based on the same metric. Thus, identifying different
ground-truth conditional distributions requires different con-
trastive Lδ-contr objectives. This result can be seen as a
generalized version of Theorem 2, as it is valid for any
convex body Z ⊆ RN , allowing for a larger variety of
conditional distributions.

Finally, under the mild restriction that the ground-truth con-
ditional distribution is based on an Lp similarity measure
for p ≥ 1, p 6= 2, h identifies the ground-truth generative
factors up to generalized permutations. A generalized per-
mutation matrix A is a combination of a permutation and
element-wise sign-flips, i.e., ∀z : (Az)i = αizσ(i) with
αi = ±1 and σ being a permutation.

Theorem 6. Let Z be a convex body in RN , h : Z → Z ,
and δ be an Lα metric or semi-metric (cf. Lemma 1 in
Appx. A.2.4) for α ≥ 1, α 6= 2. Further, let the ground-
truth marginal distribution be uniform and the conditional
distribution be as Eq. (5), and let the mixing function g be
differentiable and invertible. If the assumed form of qh(·|z)
matches that of p(·|z), i.e., both use the same metric δ up
to a constant scaling factor, and if f is differentiable and
minimizes the Lδ-contr objective in Eq. (6) for M →∞, we
find that h = f ◦ g is a composition of input independent
permutations, sign flips and rescaling.

4. Experiments
4.1. Validation of theoretical claim

We validate our theoretical claims under both perfectly
matching and violated conditions regarding the ground-
truth marginal and conditional distributions. We consider
source signals of dimensionality N = 10, and sample pairs
of source signals in two steps: First, we sample from the
marginal p(z). For this, we consider both uniform distribu-
tions which match our assumptions and non-uniform distri-
butions (e.g., a normal distribution) which violate them. Sec-
ond, we generate the positive pair by sampling from a condi-
tional distribution p(z̃|z). Here, we consider matches with
our assumptions on the conditional distribution (von Mises-
Fisher for Z = SN−1) as well as violations (e.g. normal,
Laplace or generalized normal distribution for Z = SN−1).
Further, we consider spaces beyond the hypersphere, such
as the bounded box (which is a convex body) and the un-
bounded RN .

We generate the observations with a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP), following previous work (Hyvärinen & Morioka,
2016; 2017). Specifically, we use three hidden layers with
leaky ReLU units and random weights; to ensure that the
MLP g is invertible, we control the condition number of
the weight matrices. For our feature encoder f , we also
use an MLP with leaky ReLU units, where the assumed
space is denoted by the normalization, or lack thereof, of
the encoding. Namely, for the hypersphere (denoted as
Sphere) and the hyperrectangle (denoted as Box) we apply
an L2 and L∞ normalization, respectively. For flexibility
in practice, we parameterize the normalization magnitude
of the Box, including it as part of the encoder’s learnable
parameters. On the hypersphere we optimize Lcontr and
on the hyperrectangle as well as the unbounded space we
optimize Lδ-contr. For further details, see Appx. A.3.

To test for identifiability up to affine transformations, we fit
a linear regression between the ground-truth and recovered
sources and report the coefficient of determination (R2). To
test for identifiability up to generalized permutations, we
leverage the mean correlation coefficient (MCC), as used
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in previous work (Hyvärinen & Morioka, 2016; 2017). For
further details, see Appx. A.3.

We evaluate both identifiability metrics for three different
model types. First, we ensure that the problem requires
nonlinear demixing by considering the identity function for
model f , which amounts to scoring the observations against
the sources (Identity Model). Second, we ensure that the
problem is solvable within our model class by training our
model f with supervision, minimizing the mean-squared
error between f(g(z)) and z (Supervised Model). Third,
we fit our model without supervision using a contrastive
loss (Unsupervised Model).

Tables 1 and 2 show results evaluating identifiability up
to affine transformations and generalized permutations, re-
spectively. When assumptions match (see column M.), CL
recovers a score close to the empirical upper bound. Mis-
matches in assumptions on the marginal and conditional do
not lead to a significant drop in performance with respect to
affine identifiability, but do for permutation identifiability
compared to the empirical upper bound. In many practi-
cal scenarios, we use the learned representations to solve
a downstream task, thus, identifiability up to affine trans-
formations is often sufficient. However, for applications
where identification of the individual generative factors is
desirable, some knowledge of the underlying generative pro-
cess is required to choose an appropriate loss function and
feature normalization. Interestingly, we find that for convex
bodies, we obtain identifiability up to permutation even in
the case of a normal conditional, which likely is due to the
axis-aligned box geometry of the latent domain. Finally,
note that the drop in performance for identifiability up to
permutations in the last group of Tab. 2 is a natural conse-
quence of either the ground-truth or the assumed conditional
being rotationally symmetric, e.g., a normal distribution, in
an unbounded space. Here, rotated versions of the latent
space are indistinguishable and, thus, the model cannot align
the axes of the reconstruction with that of the ground-truth
latent space, resulting in a lower score.

To zoom in on how violations of the uniform marginal as-
sumption influence the identifiability achieved by a model
in practice, we perform an ablation on the marginal distri-
bution by interpolating between the theoretically assumed
uniform distribution and highly locally concentrated distri-
butions. In particular, we consider two cases: (1) a sphere
(S9) with a vMF marginal around its north pole for differ-
ent concentration parameters κ; (2) a box ([0, 1]10) with a
normal marginal around the box’s center for different stan-
dard deviations σ. For both cases, Fig. 2 shows the R2

score as a function of the concentration κ and 1/σ2 respec-
tively (black). As a reference, the concentration of the used
conditional distribution is highlighted as a dashed line. In
addition, we also display the probability mass (0–100%)
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50.00
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100.00

2−6 2−2 22 26 210

Concentration 1/σ2

2.57
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>0.99 >0.95R² [%]
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2−6 2−2 22 26
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Figure 2. Varying degrees of violation of the uniformity assump-
tion for the marginal distribution. The figure shows the R2 score
measuring identifiability up to linear transformations (black) as
well as the difference between the used marginal and assumed uni-
form distribution in terms of probability mass (blue) as a function
of the marginal’s concentration. The black dotted line indicates
the concentration of the used conditional distribution.

that needs to be moved for converting the used marginal
distribution (i.e., vMF or normal) into the assumed uniform
marginal distribution (blue) as an intuitive measure of the
mismatch (i.e., 1

2

∫
|p(z)−puni|dz). While, we observe

significant robustness to mismatch, in both cases, we see
performance drop drastically once the marginal distribution
is more concentrated than the conditional distribution of
positive pairs. In such scenarios, positive pairs are indistin-
guishable from negative pairs.

4.2. Extensions to image data

Previous studies have demonstrated that representation
learning using constrastive learning scales well to complex
natural image data (Chen et al., 2020a;b; Hénaff, 2020). Un-
fortunately, the true generative factors of natural images are
inaccessible, thus we cannot evaluate identifiability scores.

We consider two alternatives. First, we evaluate on the
recently proposed benchmark KITTI Masks (Klindt et al.,
2021), which is composed of segmentation masks of natural
videos. Second, we contribute a novel benchmark (3DIdent;
cf. Fig. 3) which features aspects of natural scenes, e.g. a
complex 3D object and different lighting conditions, while
still providing access to the continuous ground-truth factors.
For further details, see Appx. A.4.1. 3DIdent is available at
zenodo.org/record/4502485.

4.2.1. KITTI MASKS

KITTI Masks (Klindt et al., 2021) is composed of pedestrian
segmentation masks extracted from an autonomous driving
vision benchmark KITTI-MOTS (Geiger et al., 2012), with
natural shapes and continuous natural transitions. We com-
pare to SlowVAE (Klindt et al., 2021), the state-of-the-art on
the considered dataset. In our experiments, we use the same
training hyperparameters (for details see Appx. A.3) and
(encoder) architecture as Klindt et al. (2021). The positive

https://zenodo.org/record/4502485/
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Table 1. Identifiability up to affine transformations. Mean ± standard deviation over 5 random seeds. Note that only the first row
corresponds to a setting that matches (3) our theoretical assumptions, while the others show results for violated assumptions (7; see
column M.). Note that the identity score only depends on the ground-truth space and the marginal distribution defined for the generative
process, while the supervised score additionally depends on the space assumed by the model.

Generative process g Model f R2 Score [%]
Space p(·) p(·|·) Space qh(·|·) M. Identity Supervised Unsupervised

Sphere Uniform vMF(κ=1) Sphere vMF(κ=1) 3 66.98± 2.79 99.71± 0.05 99.42± 0.05
Sphere Uniform vMF(κ=10) Sphere vMF(κ=1) 7 99.86± 0.01
Sphere Uniform Laplace(λ=0.05) Sphere vMF(κ=1) 7 99.91± 0.01
Sphere Uniform Normal(σ=0.05) Sphere vMF(κ=1) 7 99.86± 0.00

Box Uniform Normal(σ=0.05) Unbounded Normal 7 67.93± 7.40 99.78± 0.06 99.60± 0.02
Box Uniform Laplace(λ=0.05) Unbounded Normal 7 99.64± 0.02
Box Uniform Laplace(λ=0.05) Unbounded GenNorm(β=3) 7 99.70± 0.02
Box Uniform Normal(σ=0.05) Unbounded GenNorm(β=3) 7 99.69± 0.02

Sphere Normal(σ=1) Laplace(λ=0.05) Sphere vMF(κ=1) 7 63.37± 2.41 99.70± 0.07 99.02± 0.01
Sphere Normal(σ=1) Normal(σ=0.05) Sphere vMF(κ=1) 7 99.02± 0.02

Unbounded Laplace(λ=1) Normal(σ=1) Unbounded Normal 7 62.49± 1.65 99.65± 0.04 98.13± 0.14
Unbounded Normal(σ=1) Normal(σ=1) Unbounded Normal 7 63.57± 2.30 99.61± 0.17 98.76± 0.03

Table 2. Identifiability up to generalized permutations, averaged over 5 runs. Note that while Theorem 6 requires the model latent space to
be a convex body and p(·|·) = qh(·|·), we find that empirically either is sufficient. The results are grouped in four blocks corresponding to
different types and degrees of violation of assumptions of our theory showing identifiability up to permutations: (1) no violation, violation
of the assumptions on either the (2) space or (3) the conditional distribution, or (4) both.

Generative process g Model f MCC Score [%]
Space p(·) p(·|·) Space qh(·|·) M. Identity Supervised Unsupervised

Box Uniform Laplace(λ=0.05) Box Laplace 3 46.55± 1.34 99.93± 0.03 98.62± 0.05
Box Uniform GenNorm(β=3; λ=0.05) Box GenNorm(β=3) 3 99.90± 0.06

Box Uniform Normal(σ=0.05) Box Normal 7 99.77± 0.01
Box Uniform Laplace(λ=0.05) Box Normal 7 99.76± 0.02
Box Uniform GenNorm(β=3; λ=0.05) Box Laplace 7 98.80± 0.02

Box Uniform Laplace(λ=0.05) Unbounded Laplace 7 99.97± 0.03 98.57± 0.02
Box Uniform GenNorm(β=3; λ=0.05) Unbounded GenNorm(β=3) 7 99.85± 0.01

Box Uniform Normal(σ=0.05) Unbounded Normal 7 58.26± 3.00
Box Uniform Laplace(λ=0.05) Unbounded Normal 7 59.67± 2.33
Box Uniform Normal(σ=0.05) Unbounded GenNorm(β=3) 7 43.80± 2.15

pairs consist of nearby frames with a time separation ∆t.

As argued and shown in Klindt et al. (2021), the transi-
tions in the ground-truth latents between nearby frames is
sparse. Unsurprisingly then, Table 3 shows that assuming a
Laplace conditional as opposed to a normal conditional in
the contrastive loss leads to better identification of the under-
lying factors of variation. SlowVAE also assumes a Laplace
conditional (Klindt et al., 2021) but appears to struggle if
the frames of a positive pair are too similar (∆t = 0.05s).
This degradation in performance is likely due to the limited
expressiveness of the decoder deployed in SlowVAE.

4.2.2. 3DIDENT

Dataset description We build on (Johnson et al., 2017b)
and use the Blender rendering engine (Blender Online Com-

Table 3. KITTI Masks. Mean ± standard deviation over 10 ran-
dom seeds. ∆t indicates the average temporal distance of frames
used.

Model Model Space MCC [%]

∆t = 0.05s

SlowVAE Unbounded 66.1 ± 4.5
Laplace Unbounded 77.1 ± 1.0
Laplace Box 74.1 ± 4.4
Normal Unbounded 58.3 ± 5.4
Normal Box 59.9 ± 5.5

∆t = 0.15s

SlowVAE Unbounded 79.6 ± 5.8
Laplace Unbounded 79.4 ± 1.9
Laplace Box 80.9 ± 3.8
Normal Unbounded 60.2 ± 8.7
Normal Box 68.4 ± 6.7
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Figure 3. 3DIdent. Influence of the latent factors z on the renderings x. Each column corresponds to a traversal in one of the ten latent
dimensions while the other dimensions are kept fixed.

munity, 2021) to create visually complex 3D images (see
Fig. 3). Each image in the dataset shows a colored 3D object
which is located and rotated above a colored ground in a 3D
space. Additionally, each scene contains a colored spotlight
focused on the object and located on a half-circle around
the scene. The observations are encoded with an RGB color
space, and the spatial resolution is 224× 224 pixels.

The images are rendered based on a 10-dimensional latent,
where: (1) three dimensions describe the XYZ position,
(2) three dimensions describe the rotation of the object in
Euler angles, (3) two dimensions describe the color of the
object and the ground of the scene, respectively, and (4) two
dimensions describe the position and color of the spotlight.
We use the HSV color space to describe the color of the
object and the ground with only one latent each by having
the latent factor control the hue value. For more details on
the dataset see Sec. A.4.

The dataset contains 250 000 observation-latent pairs where
the latents are uniformly sampled from the hyperrectangle
Z . To sample positive pairs (z, z̃) we first sample a value
z̃′ from the data conditional p(z̃′|z), and then use nearest-
neighbor matching3 implemented by FAISS (Johnson et al.,
2017a) to find the latent z̃ closest to z̃′ (in L2 distance) for
which there exists an image rendering. In addition, unlike
previous work (Locatello et al., 2019), we create a hold-out
test set with 25 000 distinct observation-latent pairs.

Experiments and Results We train a convolutional fea-
ture encoder f composed of a ResNet18 architecture (He

3We used an Inverted File Index (IVF) with Hierarchical Navi-
gable Small World (HNSW) graph exploration for fast indexing.

et al., 2016) and an additional fully-connected layer, with a
LeakyReLU nonlinearity as the hidden activation. For more
details, see Appx. A.3. Following the same methodology as
in Sec. 4.1, i) depending on the assumed space, the output
of the feature encoder is normalized accordingly and ii) in
addition to the CL models, we also train a supervised model
to serve as an upper bound on performance. We consider
normal and Laplace distributions for positive pairs. Note,
that due to the finite dataset size we only sample from an
approximation of these distributions.

As in Tables 1 and 2, the results in Table 4 demonstrate
that CL reaches scores close to the topline (supervised)
performance, and mismatches between the assumed and
ground-truth conditional distribution do not harm the per-
formance significantly. However, if the hypothesis class
of the encoder is too restrictive to model the ground-truth
conditional distribution, we observe a clear drop in perfor-
mance, i.e., mapping a box onto a sphere. Note, that this
corresponds to the InfoNCE objective for L2-normalized
representations, commonly used for self-supervised repre-
sentation learning (Wu et al., 2018; He et al., 2020b; Tian
et al., 2019; Bachman et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020a).
Finally, the last result shows that leveraging image augmen-
tations (Chen et al., 2020a) as opposed to sampling from
a specified conditional distribution of positive pairs p(·|·)
results in a performance drop. For details on the experi-
ment, see Appx. Sec. A.3. We explain this with the greater
mismatch between the conditional distribution assumed by
the model and the conditional distribution induced by the
augmentations. In all, we demonstrate validation of our
theoretical claims even for generative processes with higher
visual complexity than those considered in Sec. 4.1.
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Table 4. Identifiability up to affine transformations on the test set of 3DIdent. Mean ± standard deviation over 3 random seeds. As earlier,
only the first row corresponds to a setting that matches the theoretical assumptions for linear identifiability; the others show distinct
violations. Supervised training with unbounded space achieves scores of R2 = (98.67± 0.03)% and MCC = (99.33± 0.01)%. The
last row refers to using the image augmentations suggested by Chen et al. (2020a) to generate positive image pairs. For performance on
the training set, see Appx. Table 5.

Dataset Model f Identity [%] Unsupervised [%]
p(·|·) Space qh(·|·) M. R2 R2 MCC

Normal Box Normal 3 5.25± 1.20 96.73± 0.10 98.31± 0.04
Normal Unbounded Normal 7 96.43± 0.03 54.94± 0.02
Laplace Box Normal 7 96.87± 0.08 98.38± 0.03
Normal Sphere vMF 7 65.74± 0.01 42.44± 3.27
Augm. Sphere vMF 7 45.51± 1.43 46.34± 1.59

5. Conclusion
We showed that objectives belonging to the InfoNCE fam-
ily, the basis for a number of state-of-the-art techniques in
self-supervised representation learning, can uncover the true
generative factors of variation underlying the observational
data. To succeed, these objectives implicitly encode a few
weak assumptions about the statistical nature of the underly-
ing generative factors. While these assumptions will likely
not be exactly matched in practice, we showed empirically
that the underlying factors of variation are identified even if
theoretical assumptions are severely violated.

Our theoretical and empirical results suggest that the repre-
sentations found with contrastive learning implicitly (and
approximately) invert the generative process of the data.
This could explain why the learned representations are so
useful in many downstream tasks. It is known that a decisive
aspect of contrastive learning is the right choice of augmen-
tations that form a positive pair. We hope that our framework
might prove useful for clarifying the ways in which certain
augmentations affect the learned representations, and for
finding improved augmentation schemes.

Furthermore, our work opens avenues for constructing more
effective contrastive losses. As we demonstrate, imposing
a contrastive loss informed by characteristics of the latent
space can considerably facilitate inferring the correct seman-
tic descriptors, and thus boost performance in downstream
tasks. While our framework already allows for a variety of
conditional distributions, it is an interesting open question
how to adapt it to marginal distributions beyond the uniform
implicitly encoded in InfoNCE. Also, future work may ex-
tend our theoretical framework by incorporating additional
assumptions about our visual world, such as compositional-
ity, hierarchy or objectness. Accounting for such inductive
biases holds enormous promise in forming the basis for the
next generation of self-supervised learning algorithms.

Taken together, we lay a strong theoretical foundation for
not only understanding but extending the success of state-
of-the-art self-supervised learning techniques.
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